USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10003.03

::Host CO_Bryant says:
Summary:  The Artemis having traveled through some kind of spacial distortion ends up in an area of space which they cannot identify, in a time of which they are unsure and in contact with an unidentified species on a planet that is rocked by tectonic activity.  The species is sending out a distress signal on what is identified as a Starfleet commbadge, captain Bryant decides to render assistance and orders the first officer to assemble an away team.
Host Kiithra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10003.03>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
OPS_Hewitt says:
::no one is aware that Tom is unconscious on the floor of his quarters....::
FCO_Teasley says:
::at the helm::
Host Kiithra says:
@::as his company leaves, he finds himself alone in the room::
CMO_Parker says:
:: waiting in shuttle bay with med team for the XO to return ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Sits in his ready room and looks out the window at the planet below::::
EO_Thompson says:
::looks at the CEO and wonder what she is doing::
CNS_Sodak says:
::On bridge looking at viewscreen::
CSO_MacMer says:
::At the bridge Science console finishing calculations for next round of phaser shots aimed at reducing the tectonic stress of the planet below::
TO_Smith says:
::is on the bridge on the tactical station::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Sitting at the engineering console on the bridge, rubbing her temples::
Host Kiithra says:
@::sits on his chair, and looks once again to his crystal ball::
EO_Thompson says:
*OPS* where are you?
FCO_Teasley says:
::works on the nav. computer::
EO_Thompson says:
*CO* I radio OPS and he isn't answering.
Host Kiithra says:
@::in it, the image of the Artemis bridge appears::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*EO* Maybe you should ask the CTO to check on it.
XO_Senn says:
::Wonders where Donovan is... then sighs:: CSO: While you check the planet's tectonic activity, I would appreciate if you could find an explanation... I'm mostly interested in finding out if the activity is a natural phenomenon or not... and I know it's improbable it couldn't be natural, but I'd like to check that possibility out.
OPS_Hewitt says:
::Tom sees the CSO and XO at each other's throats::
CSO_MacMer says:
XO: Aye ma'm.  Just a moment.
FCO_Teasley says:
::notices his nav. computer is malfunctioning::
CEO_ALarra says:
::starts feeling dizzy::
Host CO_Bryant says:
::::Dripping a little sarcasm and looking annoyed:::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, I have the next firing pattern set up.  Passing to tactical now.  ::Pushing buttons, the data is transferred::
Host Kiithra says:
@::takes his hand to his forehead, and closes his eyes:: Self : I will not allow you to destroy our planet..
CSO_MacMer says:
::Returning to the data from the sensors, attempting to see if there is any apparent cause behind the volcanic activity.....::
TO_Smith says:
CO: i got the pattern 
XO_Senn says:
::hears MacMer and looks at the closed door of the RR:: *CO* Your presence is requested on the bridge, sir.
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks under his console and sees a few broken wires::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*XO* On the way
Host Kiithra says:
@::he waves his hands, as sweat starts poaring through his temples::
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* can you check OPS quarters he isn't answering.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Gets up straightens tunic and heads for the door, stops for a second, looks back over his shoulder out the window and then walks through to see just what's going on::::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Starts feeling sicker by the minute::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks around::: XO: Report!
FCO_Teasley says:
::reconnects the wires::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::sees the whole bridge crew observing the scene between CSO and XO....as they struggle again...the XO pauses...looks into MacMer's eyes and they lock a passionate stare::
CEO_ALarra says:
::gets up shakily and walks slowly to the TL::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Hearing the XO's voice, looking up confirming that the XO is in charge on the bridge:: XO: Sorry, ma'm.  The firing pattern is set for Tactical to fire.
XO_Senn says:
CO: Commander MacMer has the next round of phaser bursts ready... he just sent them to...
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : In a blink of an eye, the XO and the CEO disappear from the Artemis, and appear before the old man..
CTO_Gore says:
::lying on the top of his bed staring at the ceiling:: *EO* alright....
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks around::: ALL: RED ALERT!!!  SHIELDS UP!
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* I will check the bridge ready room.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking up startled at CO's voice::
XO_Senn says:
@::looks around, startled, and realizes she is on the planet::
Host Kiithra says:
@XO, CEO : Welcome... ::an evillish grin comes across the old man's face::
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks into the corridor and into a TL::
CEO_ALarra says:
TL: Sickbay
CMO_Parker says:
:: begins to notice red alert :: XO: Senn? Respond
XO_Senn says:
@::doesn't like that grin... motions for the CEO to stay quiet and let her do the talking::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Hears the red alert:: TL: No, take me back to the bridge
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looking Very Annoyed::: ALL: Someone wanna give me a clue as to where My command officers just went?
CNS_Sodak says:
::prepares for the worst::
EO_Thompson says:
::searches and then moves to the bridge engineering::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Jumps over to tactical to help with initiating the red alert:: CO: Sir, they were here only seconds ago!
CMO_Parker says:
*XO*: Respond
XO_Senn says:
@Kiithra: Thank you. Now... may I inquire as to how were we brought here?
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* you find him.
Host Redara says:
::looks at Kiithra wondering what he is up to by bringing these strangers here::
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees that the nav. computer is working again::
CTO_Gore says:
::arrives at Tom's quarters and pushes the door chime:: *EO* No.. what's going on up there?
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : You where brought here so your kind up there would stop the red lightning..
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Looks around her and starts to back away from the people::
CMO_Parker says:
Self: Ahh, to hell with it... :: returns to turbo lift :: Med: Stay here and wait for the XO to return.
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* we at red alert.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Confirming the shields are up and weapons are hot:: CO: Sir, all stations at red alert.
XO_Senn says:
@::taps her commbadge:: COM: Artemis: Senn to Artemis...
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Do me a favor and find out where they are right now, I want two full security detachments ready to go in shuttles right now with full gear.
CMO_Parker says:
TL: Sick Bay.
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : Artemis hears the comm
OPS_Hewitt says:
::Tom comes out of it for sec....still very disoriented and hurting like heck...he lifts up his hand to his commbadge and whispers a help.... then falls right back unconscious::
CTO_Gore says:
Computer, over ride the lock on Tom Hewitt's quarters
XO_Senn says:
@Kiitra: The red... ::looks lost:: Oh the laser!
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Do a scan to see if there has been any Transports around here lately.
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : We mean you no harm.. But we must be assured you mean us no harm as well..
TO_Smith says:
CSO: Scanning
CTO_Gore says:
::walks into Tom's quarters:: OPS: Tom? ::looks around and doesn't see anything::
Host Kiithra says:
@CEO : Do not feel scared.. We will not harm you..
Host Redara says:
@::watches the 'guests' carefully, prepared with her own brand of lightening::
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Walks to the other side of the XO and lifts the veil over her mind to get a better idea of who their 'captors' are::
XO_Senn says:
@Kiitra: We shall stop the red lightning if you so wish. The goal is to stop the quakes... you know... when the earth shakes under your feet...
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Bryant says:
COMM XO: Where are you?  And what just happened?
Host Kiithra says:
@::he frowns at Redara, signaling her not to use her magic::
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Looks at Kiithra in disbelief::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: CO: A'Larra and I are on the planet, sir... there is somebody here requesting we stop the laser bursts. They apparently think we're trying to harm them.
Host Kiithra says:
@::hears the sound:: XO : You all have those chatter boxes? ::points at the Commbadge::
Host Redara says:
@::ignores Kiithra, she is not a fool... unlike him.  Gives him an annoyed look.::
XO_Senn says:
@::looks at A'Larra, then back at the old man:: Kiithra: We do... you have one too, right?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Returning to Science station, I pull a duty list.:: *CTO* : We need two security detachments ready to hit dirt in full gear.  Have them report to the shuttles.
CTO_Gore says:
::Walks around a table, and sees Tom lying on the floor:: *CMO* Medical emergency in Tom Hewitt's quarters!
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* you see him
Host Redara says:
@::looks carefully at the CEO::  CEO:  I know you.
FCO_Teasley says:
::plots some more escape courses and programs them into the helm::
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : alas.. We did.. But Mer took it from us.. And who knows what she has done with it
XO_Senn says:
@::whispers:: A'Larra: Don't get away from me... just in case, I think we'll be better off staying together.
CMO_Parker says:
*CTO*: :: sigh :: Acknowledged. TL: Crew Quarters
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Looks at Redara carefully then remembers:: Redara: Yes, we've...met.
Host CO_Bryant says:
*COMM XO*: Senn would you please explain to them what we were doing and that I am not especially inclined to trust people that abduct my crewmen.
XO_Senn says:
@Kiithra: Where did you got the one you had?
TO_Smith says:
CSO: scan complete, sir these reading are inconclusive it appears there is no activity
CSO_MacMer says:
*CMO*: We're forming an away team, please provide at least 1 medical team member.  Have them report to the shuttle bay.
CEO_ALarra says:
::nods at the XO::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs to were the CTO is::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::Tom watches has the XO and CSO embrace is a solid liplock.....the bridge crew is stunned::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: CO: Yes, sir.
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Got it, scan the planet surface to see where the XO's signal is coming from.
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : Not too long ago... Another of your kind where here.. Only they did not come from space..
CMO_Parker says:
*CSO*: I left a med team of two at shuttle bay for orders...
Host Redara says:
@CEO:  Why?  We ask you for help and you send lightening from the sky.   Are you no better then those before you?  What is it with your race.  You ignore or destroy?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: is there any way that you can get a transporter lock on them?
CTO_Gore says:
::Taps his commbadge, and assigns two security officers to the shuttlebay::
XO_Senn says:
@::turns to Kiitra:: Kiithra: You heard my Captain, right?
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: I'm having the TO scan for them now.
XO_Senn says:
@::her eyes open wide:: Kiitra: Where did they come from, then?
TO_Smith says:
CSO: Scanning........
EO_Thompson says:
::runs to OPS quarters and sees the carnage::
Host Kiithra says:
@::nods:: XO: The feeling is mutual then.... ::gets up very slowly:: Maybe we got off on the wrong foot..
Host Redara says:
@::looks at Kiithra::
Host Kiithra says:
@::does not reveal the full truth:: XO: They appeared here..
CEO_ALarra says:
@Redara: We were trying to help you. Your planet...the tectonic stresses...we were doing what we could to save you from the shaking of your planet.
XO_Senn says:
@::extends a hand to the old man:: Kiitra: My name is Nayla. What is yours?
Host Kiithra says:
XO: And they left the same way.. We are not sure how..
CMO_Parker says:
:: turbo lift doors swiftly open :: Self: Okay, need to find Tom's quarters, tom's quarters... :: turns to computer map :: Ahh! left! ::runs down the corridor ::
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Senses Kiithra's holding something back::
Host Kiithra says:
@::looks Strangely into her hand:: XO : Kiithra... Mauroon Kiithra
Host Redara says:
@CEO:  By destroying us?  Your cure does not seem much better then the disease.
CEO_ALarra says:
@::pulls the XO aside:: XO: He's not going to tell you the truth...or the whole truth.
XO_Senn says:
@::tilts her head to a side:: Kiitra: If we are to help you, we need to know the truth... you brought them here, just the same way you brought A'Larra and I... and you brought the Artemis too... ::gently takes his hand and shakes it, wondering if that kind of transporter could be defined as FTL travel::
FCO_Teasley says:
::wonders if the XO is alright::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Child.. Please..
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Can you get a transporter lock on them or not?
CMO_Parker says:
:: finds the OPS officer :: OPS: Ok, where does it hurt?
CNS_Sodak says:
::ponders the fate of the Away Team::
Host Redara says:
@::looks over at Kiithra and sighs::
XO_Senn says:
@::turns to A'Larra:: CEO: They will have to if we are to find a way to help them... and not violate the PD while we're at it.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Noting the acknowledgement from the shuttle bay:: CO: Sir, the TO is still working on it.  The Security teams are assembled with the shuttles.
Host Kiithra says:
@::looks at her for a while, then smiles:: XO : You are clever... Very clever...
EO_Thompson says:
CMO: he is unconscious.
CEO_ALarra says:
@Redara: Were any of your people hurt? We have this problem on our planets too. We use the same solution.
CTO_Gore says:
:Sees the doctor arrived, exits into the corridor::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Doing my own scan for the XO's signal, I detect it and lock on...::
XO_Senn says:
@::smiles back:: Kiithra: I learned to add 2+2... although the result is not always the stable. I have also learned to read into people's eyes... now, will you tell me or not?
TO_Smith says:
CSO: I can't pinpoint the signal but I can tell it's close
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: I've got it.
CMO_Parker says:
EO: Really? Well he looks ok! :: watches as OPS falls out of bed :: I see. It looks like BSS
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Turns to face the XO::XO: From here? Do they have any scientific or scanning equipment?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Beam them out now!
Host Kiithra says:
@::looks at Redara, then at the CEO, then sits back down::
Host Redara says:
@CEO:  I do not know.  I have been focused on the here and now.  Could you not explain what you were doing before taking such action?
CSO_MacMer says:
::As the signal firms up.:: CO: Aye sir,  ::Initiating transport::
XO_Senn says:
@::whispers:: CEO: I don't know, but I am going to find out. We have nothing to lose but our careers, right? ::her eyes glint with curiosity::
CEO_ALarra says:
@Redara: You wouldn't understand. But we were trying to help you. It doesn't make much sense to come here and just destroy you, does it?
EO_Thompson says:
CMO:need a little help
XO_Senn says:
@::sits by the old man:: Kiithra: Well? Are you going to tell me or not?
Host Redara says:
@::looks in disgust at the CEO:  CEO:  How do you know that we would not understand?  What a pathetic reasoning.
Host Kiithra says:
@::frowns as the XO and CEO disappear::
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : The XO and CEO are beamed back.
CEO_ALarra says:
@::smiles back and is cut off;:
CMO_Parker says:
EO: Thanks... :: retrieves hover stretcher and lifts OPS onto bed ::
XO_Senn says:
@::feels herself being dematerialized and sighs in frustration::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks at the XO::
CEO_ALarra says:
XO: We...have a problem.
XO_Senn says:
::materializes on the Artemis' transporter room and looks at CEO:: CEO: Tell me about bad timing.
Host Redara says:
@::looks at Kiithra::  Kiithra:  now they are gone.  What now?
Host CO_Bryant says:
*XO* Would you care to join me on the bridge Senn
FCO_Teasley says:
::watches the nav.computer go offline again::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Try to contact them.. The one that spoke most.. She seems reasonable..
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Scan the surface for a power source, try to find out how the transported the XO and CEO off the ship
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : I know she will help us..
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Now would you please tell me how they managed to transport them when we couldn't manage to do it?
TO_Smith says:
TO: Scanning.....
XO_Senn says:
*CO* Could we be beamed back instead, sir? I'll be on the bridge presently... ::walks purposefully::
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  which one... they both seemed the same to me
CMO_Parker says:
EO: Okay, thanks for your help. :: whips out tricorder and watches screen ::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: I don't know, but I'm sure going to find out!
CEO_ALarra says:
::follows the XO::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : The taller one.. the one that greeted.. (I assume that was a greeting) me
XO_Senn says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge ::taps the floor nervously::
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra: ahhh  ::nods::
CEO_ALarra says:
::enter the TL with the XO::
EO_Thompson says:
::wlaks to the CEO::CEO:welcome back
CEO_ALarra says:
::looks at the XO::
CSO_MacMer says:
:: Pulling bridge recording over the period when the XO and CEO disappeared, running those moments through in slow motion, looking for..... anything odd....::
XO_Senn says:
::the TL stops on deck 1 and they both exit:: CO: Sir, I have interesting news... ::looks at the CEO and smiles::
CMO_Parker says:
:: still scanning while pushing to turbo lift ::
Host Redara says:
@::closes her eyes focusing on the Senn::  XO:  Can you hear my words?  Or are we too backwards to contact each other ::annoyance strong in her thoughts::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: Please Tell me all about it...
CNS_Sodak says:
::After mind wanders, he focuses on mission::
TO_Smith says:
CSO: Scanning complete.....I found 2 separate power sources
Host Kiithra says:
@::notices the earth is not shaking as violently as before:: Redara : Tell me child.. Have you not noticed how our planet seems to have quieted down? ::he raises from the chair with little effort::
CEO_ALarra says:
::shakes her head and follows the XO to talk to the CO::
FCO_Teasley says:
::opens a panel and starts changing the isolinear chips around::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: need help?
XO_Senn says:
CO: These people... ::realizes she's about to babble and takes a breath:: I was trying to get confirmation, but apparently they brought us here... on purpose.
Host Redara says:
@:;waves her hand at Kiithra to let her be while she concentrates::
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Put the coordinates on the big screen, superimposed on the planet.
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: So not only did they abduct my executive officer but they dragged my ship to wherever we are cuz they were having an earth quake?
OPS_Hewitt says:
::comes to for a sec:: Self: Noooooooooooooo... Not that....The XO is mine all mine!!!
TO_Smith says:
CSO: The coordinates are on the north of the largest continent
XO_Senn says:
::moves closer to Cody, rejecting the soft murmur in her head, the one she cannot comprehend:: CO: That could be interpreted as FTL travel... couldn't it?
TO_Smith says:
::transmits picture to the CSO::
CMO_Parker says:
TL: Sickbay :: looks down at the OPS :: Self: Okay, Betazoid Stress Syndrome...
CSO_MacMer says:
::Running recording back and forth, scratching head in consternation, nothing.  just one moment they're on the bridge the next they're not::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs to the sickbay and sees CMO::
EO_Thompson says:
CMO: how is he?
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: What is the nature of the power sources?
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: It could be interpreted as Kidnapping!  What is your sense of these people and did you get the idea that they are what they appear to be?
Host Redara says:
@::looks at Kiithra ::  Kiithra: The one you wish me to speak to does not seem to have the ability... that or she is very powerful and ignoring me.
Host Kiithra says:
@::patiently waits for Redara to give him any news::
TO_Smith says:
CSO: It looks like they matched our shield harmonics to transport them
OPS_Hewitt says:
::keeps rambling on about the XO::
TO_Smith says:
CSO: Unknown
Host Kiithra says:
@::nods:: Redara: Well try the other one.. She was the one you spoke to before, yes?
CMO_Parker says:
EO: He should be ok, he'll be fit to work in about 10 mins
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Start modulating the shields.  See if you can make sure they don't repeat their trick.
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra: Yes... but she does not seem to have much of an opinion of us...
TO_Smith says:
CSO: aye sir
XO_Senn says:
CO: They are not holding the ship at ransom, are they? ::looks pleadingly:: Cody, I saw an old man... and some younger people. They are all going to be no more if we don't help them. Maybe they don't know how to send a signal asking for help and this is their only way.
FCO_Teasley says:
::closes the panel::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : I can.. Bring them back..
Host Redara says:
@::closes her eyes and tries to find the thoughts of the one she had touched before::  CEO:  Are you there?
TO_Smith says:
::modulating the shield harmonics to a rotating frequency::
XO_Senn says:
CO: And they did let the other ones go back... even when they refused to help them. Is that kidnapping?
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: Senn come on, I no more want to see them die than you do, but I will not be bullied by them and I will not do something if I don't know that its the right thing to do.
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  be my guest, but I am sorry, I feel truly insulted.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Continuing the scans of the planet, now more concerned with possible weapons....::
CEO_ALarra says:
::takes a step back...but is getting used to using her telepathic abilities again::
CEO_ALarra says:
~~~~Redara: Yes, we're back on our ship.~~~~
CMO_Parker says:
:: applies Formazine with a mix of anti-depressant ::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Child.. They are our only hope.. Time s running out.. We cannot afford to be proud at this hour of despair
XO_Senn says:
CO: Then please... let me go back again. No need to send anyone else... I'll find out all we need and you'll take me back here if we cannot do anything, but we should try and find out.
TO_Smith says:
CSO: modulation complete
Host Redara says:
@::sighs::  CEO:  We need help and for some reason the old man believes you are the key.  ::withholds her thought there was one other, but the price would be high::
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Noted.
CMO_Parker says:
:: waits for OPS to wake up, and gives him a light slap in the face ::
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: I agree Senn, but something isn't right here, I don't know what it is, but they have way too much capability for a pre-spaceflight culture.....
CNS_Sodak says:
::leaves bridge::
CEO_ALarra says:
::hears what the XO said:: CO, XO: No, can I please go with you. They keep contacting me...telepathically. Plus, I know a lot about tectonic activity.
TO_Smith says:
CSO: sir how can it be possible for them to adjust to our shields?
OPS_Hewitt says:
::comes out of it...opens his eyes...:: CMO: Doctor? Where am I...I thought I was on the bridge...
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO: And you aren't going anywhere without at least ten Security personnel armed to the teeth.....
EO_Thompson says:
::walks to ME and starts work on warp core and notices the radiation equipment isn't in his size:: *CEO*: would you happen to know why a radiation suit isn't in my size.
Host Redara says:
@::refocuses her thoughts and repeats them telepathically, putting aside her bruised feelings::
Host Kiithra says:
@Redara : Tell her we will bring them back..
Host CO_Bryant says:
CEO: Are you still in contact with them?
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: We don't know enough about what they're doing to know...
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Welcome to Sickbay, Tom...
XO_Senn says:
::looks at A'Larra and then back at Cody:: CO: If we don't have all the facts we cannot make a decision... right? ::realizes he has agreed and smiles brilliantly at him::
CEO_ALarra says:
CO: Yes...all they're asking for is help...they don't have any hostile intent.
Host Redara says:
@~~~~CEO:  We will bring you back if you don't mind~~~~
XO_Senn says:
::in the back of her mind, something rings a bell... he's been calling  her "Senn"::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Notices that Nayla's trying to manipulate him with the smile:::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: What happened to me?
XO_Senn says:
::the smile fades a bit::
Host Kiithra says:
@::waves his hands and speaks a few words in a strange tongue::
CEO_ALarra says:
CO: They want to bring us back down to the planet.
TO_Smith says:
CSO: I hate these situations where they know more about us than us about them, especially when they can break out technology
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: I think you've been under too much pressure...
Host CO_Bryant says:
CEO: Tell them that we are trying to help them and that you and the XO will be back down in just a moment....
XO_Senn says:
CO: Was that a yes, sir?
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : The XO and the CEO disappear.. Again
Host Redara says:
@::Kiithra's movement catches her eyes as she turns to him::
XO_Senn says:
@::snaps her fingers... Cody is going to get mad any time soon::
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : And they re-appear down on the planet
CEO_ALarra says:
@::turns to the XO:: XO: That was quick.
Host Kiithra says:
@XO, CEO : Welcome back
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: What im going to get you to do is rest here for a bit while i call the CO.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: CO: Everything's fine, sir... please do not be concerned. I'll keep you appraised of the situation.
Host CO_Bryant says:
TO: OK NOW THIS IS GETTING OLD!
Host Redara says:
@::takes a deep breath::  CEO, XO:  Yes.... welcome back.
XO_Senn says:
@Kiithra: Thanks... but I could have used five more minutes ::smiles at him and Redara::
CNS_Sodak says:
::enters sickbay::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Great, here we go again:: TO: See if they've returned to where we just rescued them from....
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Walks up to Redara:: Redara: Do you have any...scientific equipment that you use to study the shaking?
OPS_Hewitt says:
CMO: I can't I need to get back to work...
Host Kiithra says:
@::frowns at what he sees in his ball:: XO,CEO : Someone up there is really angry.. Who is he? Would he care to join us?
EO_Thompson says:
*CO*: anyway I can get down there.
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Sorry, but you are overworked... I think we all are.
Host Redara says:
Kiithra:  Is there a reason we are dealing with these two and not the one with the angry voice who seems to be in command?  Or thinks he is ::withholds a grin::
CEO_ALarra says:
@::turns sharply:: Kiithra: No, I don't think he'd like that too much.
XO_Senn says:
@Kiithra: Will you tell me now what I asked you before? And no... I think he wouldn't like coming at this point ::grins::
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: There doesn't appear to be any real technology base down there.  There is apparently a power source or two -- but that could be part of the tectonic activity....
Host Redara says:
@::looks from the CEO to Kiithra::  CEO:  he knows....
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : Will he not do anything rash?
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: is the power source how these people keep snatching officers off of my bridge?
CSO_MacMer says:
::The off comment brings on a full idea:: TO: Take a closer look at the power sources yur reported.  See what it is.
TO_Smith says:
::notices the CO's level of anger and decides to keep quiet::
CEO_ALarra says:
@::exchanges a look with the XO and smiles::
XO_Senn says:
@Kiithra: No, he will not. He will be mad for a while... but he won't harm you.
OPS_Hewitt says:
::sighs...that an understatement:: CMO: What ever you say Doc, but the captain is going to have a field day with rambling about my missing duty.
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: I don't know if the two are related.  There is no power residual from the transports.
CMO_Parker says:
CNS: Hello... welcome to sickbay... what's up?
Host Kiithra says:
@::nods:: Very well then... Tell me.. what was it you asked? Age has not been kind on me..
CMO_Parker says:
OPS: Well, he's going to have a "field day" once I find him... I can't keep having patients!
CEO_ALarra says:
@::Turns to Kiithra and walks towards the XO, waiting for her to pause to speak to her::
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: How is the Ops officer?
XO_Senn says:
@::pats on the chair he used to sit down on:: Kiithra: About how you brought us and the other before here...
CMO_Parker says:
CNS: Stressed... What can you do for him?
OPS_Hewitt says:
::lies back down...still dizzy::
XO_Senn says:
::moves closer to A'Larra::
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : The same way I brought you down.. But somewhat more complicated.. ::smiles::
Host Redara says:
@::walks to Kiithra's side::  XO:  you answer our help with elementary questions?  ::looks at the CEO, then sighs::  Forgive me, it has been a very tough week.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Scanning to find the XO and CEO, starting where I had last found them::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Jason have you done enough scanning to find out if you can stop the tectonic activity all together?
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: I think I can offer moral support
XO_Senn says:
@::looks questioningly at the CEO::
CMO_Parker says:
CNS: If you would...
CMO_Parker says:
Computer: Locate the captain
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Sir, I've been busy just trying to keep up with the XO and CEO.  By the way, I've got a lock on them should you want them back up here.
CEO_ALarra says:
@XO: If we're going to help, we need to get to some equipment, to look more closely at the tectonic stresses
XO_Senn says:
@Redara: My questions have a motive. Perhaps you did not answer the other's questions... we need your answers if we are to be able to do something.
TO_Smith says:
CSO: It looks like the power sources have an unknown shielding and a more detailed report would be  difficult but i will try
Host CO_Bryant says:
*EO* Sorry ensign not right now.
XO_Senn says:
@CEO: We cannot do anything in this situation... we need to know more... ::her lips form the words "general order 1"::
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : Equipment?
Host Redara says:
@XO:  You have not asked me any questions.
CNS_Sodak says:
OPS: Try not to over exert yourself
CMO_Parker says:
<Computer>CMO: The Captain is located on the bridge
CEO_ALarra says:
@Redara: I know what you're going through... when I was little, my father took me to a planet that was unstable too. Although we weren't in danger, it scared me, like it's scaring you.
XO_Senn says:
@Redara: I am asking Kiithra. ::turns to the old man:: Tell me how you did it... how you knew we were out there?
OPS_Hewitt says:
CNS: I've had one of the strangest visions...
Host CO_Bryant says:
CSO: Well if I thought that we could keep them on the ship for a few minutes it might be a good idea but it seems like I might as well leave them where they are.
Host Redara says:
@CEO:  Death is not something to be lightly taken... ::looks down the stairs at her husband::
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, I need to discuss something with you....
CEO_ALarra says:
@Redara: No, its not. That's why we want to help.
CNS_Sodak says:
OPS: Tell me about this vision
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.  Give me a couple of minutes and I'll see what our last phasor pattern accomplished.
XO_Senn says:
@::hopes Rousseau is not making any promises they might not be able to keep::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Returning to scanning the tectonic activity.::
Host Kiithra says:
@XO : Why do you need to know? If you can help us, please, do so.. We will send you back the same way you came..
CEO_ALarra says:
@XO: What? They seem to have transporter technology...which probably means they're advanced enough...and all they have to do is ask...
Host CO_Bryant says:
*COMM* XO: Senn, you can tell them if they expect any help from us at all they will first return you to the ship and stop yanking people off of my ship like its their right.  Do I make myself clear:::: sounding a little upset:::
Host Redara says:
@CEO:  All we seek, is the help that the old one seems to believe you have the ability of to help.
XO_Senn says:
@Kiithra: We cannot help you without the answers I am requesting you to give me. That is why I am being so insistent.
Host CO_Bryant says:
*CMO* By all means doctor, come up to the bridge please.
FCO_Teasley says:
::checks the nav. computer to see if it's working::
Host Kiithra says:
@::sighs:: XO : Very well.. ::gets up:: Redara : I am going with them...
CEO_ALarra says:
@Redara: We...::looks at the XO:: we might be able to help.
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra: Hmmm... his people...
TO_Smith says:
CSO: it looks like the power sources have some how disappeared from my sensors, they could have cloaked
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  NO!  You can not...
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: On my way :: entrusts the CNS with sickbay and leaves for the TurboLift::
XO_Senn says:
@::looks up, as if Cody could actually see her:: COM: CO: I will tell him so, sir, and I am requesting permission to stay and gather some more information.
Host Kiithra says:
@::smiles:: Redara : You know i can take care of myself..
OPS_Hewitt says:
CNS: ::looking confused:: It's about the XO....and the CSO...something not right...and also....well... ::hesitates::
CMO_Parker says:
TL: Bridge
Host Redara says:
@Kiithra:  And our world when you step off?  I will not allow it... ::scared for his life::
XO_Senn says:
@::nods at A'Larra, she seems to have the point clear, then looks alternatively at Redara and Kiithra::
CNS_Sodak says:
OPS: The XO and CSO? hmmmmm
Host Kiithra says:
@::he looks at her for a while, then accents:: Redara : Then you go...
XO_Senn says:
@Redara, Kiithra: Excuse me... go where?
Host Kiithra says:
@::without waiting for a reply, he whirls his hands around::
Host Redara says:
@::shoulders slump a bit, then straighten::  Kiithra:  I will go ::looks sadly at her husband for a moment::
CMO_Parker says:
:: The doctor watches again as the door slides open with a quiet woosh :: CO: Ah, there you are... :: looks angry ::
Host Kiithra says:
ACTION : The XO, CEO and Redara appear on the Artemis Bridge
XO_Senn says:
::curses in Bajoran::
Host Redara says:
::stands very still on the bridge of the ship::
CNS_Sodak says:
OPS: With your permission....I'd like to do a mind meld
CEO_ALarra says:
XO: So much for the PD...
CSO_MacMer says:
::Tectonic scans complete:: CO: Sir, the phaser patterns are only a temporary fix.  They are not really the right tool for the job, though they may be the best we have to use.  We have to shape the beams, and that causes a power loss, so we just are not able to do the job.... yet...
XO_Senn says:
CEO: I think that is not an issue anymore... ::sighs::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Falls back in to his chair and looks at the people that keep popping on and off of his bridge rather startled and mumbles:::: intruder alert?
Host Redara says:
::only her eyes move around the bridge from station to station and person to person::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CNS: If you think it might help me... proceed.
CEO_ALarra says:
::looks excited:: XO: so we can help them?
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looking up, Oh, they're back... and now they have a friend....::
Host Kiithra says:
@::watches very closely on his ball, his hand ready to bring Redara back should the need arise
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees that it's still not working::
XO_Senn says:
CEO: Not until they answer. We will have to file in reports, you see...
CMO_Parker says:
XO, CEO: Are you ok?
Host Redara says:
~~~~Kiithra:  This place is most... ummm... unusual~~~~
EO_Thompson says:
*CO* permission to take 3 techs 2 science officers and the TO to go to the planet
XO_Senn says:
CMO: Alive and kicking, Ensign, thanks.
CEO_ALarra says:
::Senses Redara's...uneasiness?::
Host CO_Bryant says:
*EO* NOT NOW!
CNS_Sodak says:
::touches OPS and begins mind meld::
CEO_ALarra says:
CMO: Fine, thanks ::smiles::
Host Redara says:
::looks to the man in the seat with a very loud voice and frowns::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Stands up and walks over to the alien:::
CSO_MacMer says:
TO: Any spikes in the energy from the planet just then?
XO_Senn says:
::turns to Redara:: Redara: Let me introduce you to Captain Cody Bryant ::mumbles "who is enjoying a bad hair day"::
CMO_Parker says:
All: Ok... :: stands patiently ::
Host Redara says:
::eyes the man carefully as he approaches::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Watches her Captain::
CNS_Sodak says:
OPS: My mind to your mind. my thoughts to your thoughts
OPS_Hewitt says:
::feels a connection to the CNS::
XO_Senn says:
CO: Captain, This is Redara ::motions at her::
Host Redara says:
::nods at the captain::
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: Welcome to the Artemis, I'm Captain Cody Bryant.
CSO_MacMer says:
::Motions for the CMO to come over::
CMO_Parker says:
:: is looking around the bridge and doesn't notice the CSO ::
Host Redara says:
::bows her head toward the captain, lightly touching her hand to her heart::
TO_Smith says:
CSO: yes a faint reading appeared but their shields didn't go offline 
XO_Senn says:
CO: Could we have a conversation somewhere with her... like in your Ready Room?
Host CO_Bryant says:
XO, Redara: would you care to join me in my ready room?
Host Redara says:
CO:  I am Redara of the house of Unada.  My people seek your help.  The ancient one believes that you can provide what we can not.
Host Redara says:
::nods::
XO_Senn says:
::nods at Cody, then waits for Redara to follow the CO::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Turns and walks back to the engineering console::
CNS_Sodak says:
::feels the OPS officers mind blending with his. This is a new sensation because he's never performed a mind meld before::
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Turns and looks at the CSO::: CSO: Jason you have the bridge, let me know as soon as we have the power and the resources to do something about their problem please?
CSO_MacMer says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host Redara says:
::with a very stiff back, walks gracefully behind the captain::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::the connection with the CNS is very strong::
CMO_Parker says:
:: FINALLY notices the CSO! :: Oh! :: heads to the science control panel :: CSO: Yes?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Follows Redara with her eyes::
XO_Senn says:
::enters the RR after everyone else and looks at the CEO just before the door closes behind her back::
Host CO_Bryant says:
CEO: Alarra, would you join us too please?
Host CO_Bryant says:
::: walks through the door ::::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Looks around bridge.: CEO: If you would, I need either more power to the phasers or the phaser beams refocused.
CNS_Sodak says:
::In mind meld stupor:: The CSO and XO....holding.....something not right.....not fair...
CEO_ALarra says:
::Gets up and starts to walk towards the RR::
Host Redara says:
::looks around the RR staying close to the door::
CEO_ALarra says:
*EO*: Please come to the bridge and assist the CSO.
FCO_Teasley says:
::tries hitting the nav. computer::
CEO_ALarra says:
::nods to the CSO:: CSO: That ok?
CSO_MacMer says:
CEO: Thanks.
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: have a seat please :::points to one of the chairs:::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::sees all that he saw in his unconscious state::
CMO_Parker says:
:: realizes no one notices him and continues admiring the bridge ::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::again::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Walks into the RR and stands near the back...behind Redara::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs to bridge:: CSO:what?
Host Redara says:
CO:  I would prefer to stand thank you.
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: so be it :::sits down:::
XO_Senn says:
::remains standing... it is obvious Redara does not trust them and doesn't feel like being cooperative... she wishes she could go back to talk to Kiithra::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Stepping over to the Science Console:: EO: I need work done on the main phasers in order to deliver more power while they've been specially shaped.
Host Redara says:
::staying close to the wall, walks over to the view port and glances out at the star, distance between her, the CEO and the CO::
CSO_MacMer says:
EO: I have the specs I need here on my console.
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: So tell me, just how did you bring my ship here?
CMO_Parker says:
:: slowly mimics the CSO, while still looking around ::
OPS_Hewitt says:
::feels very strange....like the connection is slowly slipping away::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Shakes her head slightly, they weren't going to get very far like this::
CNS_Sodak says:
::breaks meld:: OPS: I had no idea those melds were so powerful
FCO_Teasley says:
::runs diagnostic on the nav. computer::
CSO_MacMer says:
CMO: Do you have a med scanner with you?
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: And please relax, I haven't eaten anyone in at least a month and you don't look that tasty at all, I really do want to help you but you are making it that much harder for me ::: smiles:::
Host Redara says:
CO:  I did not bring your ship here.  Kiithra did.  ::He has not taught me that ability yet... assuming it is one of my talents::
CMO_Parker says:
:: turns around and starts walking backwards... towards the unsuspecting CSO::
CMO_Parker says:
:: quickly turns around :: CSO: Uh, no, but there's one over near the tactical station
Host Redara says:
::looks at the captain very concerned when he speaks of eating her::  CO:  You enjoy eating people?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks at the XO and smiles::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CNS: Wow!!...That was new for me too...and different....I think i understand now.
XO_Senn says:
::smiles back at A'Larra, unable to hide her amusement, although she wishes Cody had chosen his words better::
CSO_MacMer says:
::Pointing to where the alien materialized on the bridge:: CMO: Please get a medical scanner and see if you can pick up any DNA traces from the alien.  Then see if you can identify the species.
Host CO_Bryant says:
:::Looks a little skeptical::: Redara: and just how did Kiithra manage to bring us here?  And no excuse my sense of humor, I was being facetious, I have never eaten anyone in my life and don't plan on starting with you.
CNS_Sodak says:
::Composes himself:: OPS: of course, I will keep everything confidential
CMO_Parker says:
CSO: Okay... :: moves to the tactical station, grabs a tricorder and moves to the middle of the bridge and scans for DNA.. ::
XO_Senn says:
::whispers:: CEO: Which is a relief... for a First Contact, this has been dramatic enough already.
CSO_MacMer says:
EO: Any estimate on time to complete the repairs and any reconfigurations to the phasers?
Host Redara says:
::sighs a bit, a small smile coming to her lips in relief::  CO:  That is one of his talents.  Few actually have that ability.  My brother has it, though his is not as strong yet.
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: even as we speak my second officer is working on a way for us to continue to work on the problem that you are facing with the earthquakes, but we need time as my ship is somewhat damaged right now.
XO_Senn says:
::stops being funny and pays attention... the information she so much wanted...::
OPS_Hewitt says:
CNS: I know Counselor... I'm not sure what to do next... any suggestion?
CMO_Parker says:
:: finishes scan::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Smiles and whispers back:: XO: I think it will be easier now.
Host CO_Bryant says:
Redara: so you are saying that your people have " abilities"?
Host Kiithra says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10003.03>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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